Vienna 2008
Henk Beerepoot
In June 2008 my small family of four returned from our trip through Europe where we
have visited a number of beekeepers, museums and businesses related to the honey and
tourism industry. As a family we had been looking forward to this trip for some time.
One of the highlights was our stay of 6 days in Vienna where we would, like so many
others tourists, go to a concert, visit the culture of the past, eat a piece of ‘Sacher torte’,
and so on. Yes, we did all that and enjoyed it.
While the purpose of our trip was for the expansion of our tourism business in Tasmania,
to make new contacts, look for new products and to get fresh ideas, I was in no doubt that
our trip would serve a higher purpose, a spiritual objective. I surely did not know which
purpose it would be but I expected it to be revealed at some stage during our trip, this did
happen. Now after some 8 weeks on the day of the Feast of Trumpets, I am called upon
to write it down.
Historically Vienna was the centre of European culture and the capital of the Holy
Roman Empire. The city of Vienna lies in the eastern part of Austria at the easternmost
extension of the Alps. The earliest settlement was south of the river Danube, now it
spans both sides of the river.
As to the meaning of the word Danube, the present understanding of this word is: “to
flow, run”. We have learned in my paper: ‘The Judge Dan’ that the word ‘Dan’ means:
‘the pathway to Life’. So, this present understanding points indeed to the right direction
because a river flows to Life, to the Sea, where evaporation or resurrection into Life takes
place.
When Dan as a true Judge marked ‘the pathway to Life’ through Europe for his brother
tribes yet to come, the river Danube was wonderfully named as one of the longest rivers
in Europe and a leading track to their New Home. It was to be their Danube, their
‘pathway or, flow to Life’.
As to the name Vienna. The city of Vienna has not always been known by this name.
The earliest known settlement on the banks of the Danube was called ‘Vindobona’ and it
is from this name that the name Vienna is derived. This word ‘Vindobona’ will show us
to be a remarkable name because Vindo means: White and bona means good. So the
name Vienna means: Whitegood.
The Color White has wonderful symbolism. While there are seven colors as, red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet, White is the eighth and contains all these colors in
equal proportions which then become invisible resulting in the color White. Therefore
the color White enables a New beginning. As the number Eight is the number of New
beginnings, so is the color White the start of ‘potential’, of ‘possibilities’, it is the Silence
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at the beginning. The word good points to Our Father, because there is none good, but
One, He is therefore Holy. So we may conclude herewith that the word Vienna means a
‘Holy Beginning’ and, as it lies on the Danube, Vienna pictures a Holy Beginning on
the pathway to Life. Is not that a wonderful name for the Start of a new life and the
centre of settlement of the people of Israel in their New Land? But wait, it will become
more beautiful still but, before it becomes more beautiful, we need to go down.
As Israel in dispersion was blessed with bountiful resources in their New Land it was
through the blindness of Dan that he was leading his brothers again, as he did before, into
idol worship. How did he do that?
Many of the sons of Dan became the leading rulers in Israel and later these rulers became
monarchs1. They were leaving their marks, as is evidenced by the Eagle(s) in their coat
of arms. These Houses gave power first to Rome, this started the Holy Roman Empire,
and later to the creators of fiat money. These Israel rulers gave power to an illusion, an
illusion ‘created’ through blindness and furnished to them by Rome and the
moneymakers. The rest of Israel followed and…they worshiped these illusions, these
idols.
There is no power in Rome or in Constantinople nor is there power in a pope or patriarch.
For the same reason is there no power in banks, nor in the Jew. They produced the idols
the people of Israel desired. The power that the rulers of Israel, and consequently their
people, gave to them will destroy Israel as a flesh people. How can that be? By coming
to an understanding who they are, coming to know that they are Spirit. In other words,
they will be destroyed by completion. Consequently this ‘knowledge’ will… dis-solve
their idols and by that, releasing those who were made instrumental supplying these idols
to them! In short: The illusion itself will be destroyed by Revelation, by the giving of
Sight, by the unveiling of the Heart.
As in the times past Dan was leading his brothers into all their idolatries in order that they
would fall. This is the crucial step to Life. Israel needs to die in order to be raised up.
The destruction for the ruling Houses came almost simultaneously over Israel. In a
nutshell, it was the destruction of the sovereign rulers in the United States of America by
their signing of the Federal Reserve Act in 1913, the murder of Tsar Nicholas II and his
family in 1918 and in the same year the last monarch in Austria, Charles l ended the long
reign of the Habsburg dynasty in Europe. Once again there is no blame to the Jew nor to
other gods because they have no power, they were made instrumental in the demise of
Israel through their illusion, through their blindness.

1

We want to understand that the ruling House of Dan has ruled Israel in the diaspora in all their countries
as the Northern Kingdom which was predominantly the Holy Roman Empire but, Dan also ruled by
intermarriage into the Royal House of David, as the Southern Kingdom. The descendants of David still
‘rule’, be it seriously corrupted and without real power, in the, so called, Southern Kingdom with England
as its main territory. Above all we want to understand that, indeed at a time in the future, our elder brother
Yahshua Messiah, as He is since long the King of Kings, will then take their/His pose-ition.
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Dan led his fellow Israelites through their downfall into Life, as he did before. We can
learn this from the Scriptures and in my paper ‘The Judge Dan’. In the recent history just
mentioned Dan was, according to his commission, represented as and within the ruling
Houses in Israel and now for the second time, he left his people to prepare the way for
them who were to follow years later. So these later Judges died to their flesh. They died
to make place to their younger brothers Danites so that they become the New Judges,
leading Israel through their Spiritual diaspora into Life. As a true Judge Dan will lead
them on their ‘pathway to life’ through the valley of death.
Israel will be led for the third time out of their captivity. The first time they were
delivered from the power of the Egyptians the second time freed out of Babylon and the
third time they will be released from the illusion of Self.
And now, back to Vienna, I found myself on the 1st of July 2008 walking down the steps
of the Imperial Palace. A splendid place from where for so many centuries the
Habsburgs ruled a great part of Fathers people, the people of Israel. There in the centre
of this city amidst the incredible display of art, architecture, and culture I saw that all that
splendor had come to nothing, the so called ‘power’ this all represented had long since
died.
There on these steps, I started to understand the reason of my visit to Vienna. There
walking down these steps, leaving behind me the home and centre of this illusion of
power I said to my wife Lida with tears in my eyes: “It is all over, the attempts of men
has finished, to dust it has come. Nothing is left but a display of the faded glory of man”
Almost immediately after this saddening emotion a most assured feeling of happiness
sprang up from within when it dawned on me that I was in the city of “Holy Beginning
on the Pathway to Life” and returning to our Hotel I suddenly realized that our Hotel was
situated on the… “Tabor” Strasse…! I did not pay attention to the word ‘Tabor’ before
but now I heard Him. I knew that My Father assured me of His promises in this name of
His Word because the word ‘Tabor’ ( תבורTabowr) means in the Paleo Hebrew
pictorial language:

The Covenant( )תof the house( )בis secured( )וwith man( )ר2
2

Some assert that Mount Tabor is the Mount of the transfiguration though one should consider what is
written about Mt. Hermon in the study of “The Judge Dan”. Also The Paleo Hebrew Word Picture of the
name ‘Hermon’ shows the “Life” and not the “Covenant” theme as the word ‘Tabor’ indicates. The word

 חרמוChermown and it shows:
person ( )רis water ( )מconnected with ( )וlife ().
Hermon is Strong’s 2768

The presence of the Father (

 )חin a

How wonderful is it to read:
Psalm 89:12 “The north and the south(Israel and Judah) thou hast created them: Tabor and
Hermon shall rejoice in thy name.”
This verse is particularly beautiful because it confirms that ALL Israel, North and South will receive
(rejoice) the promises (tabor) of LIFE within himself (Hermon).
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This was for us a wonderful dis-covery! Do take interest and note the following verse:
Deuteronomy 33:19 “They (Issachar and Zebulon) shall call the people unto the
mountain (Mount Tabor); there they shall offer sacrifices of righteousness.”
By implication this verse reads: Issachar and Zebulon will call ( )וthe people( )רto the
promise( )תmade to the fathers()ב.
In this busy City Centre street, the ‘Tabor’ Strasse, we resided during our stay and… the
street number of this Hotel was the number….8
The Number Eight indicates a new beginning.
And, if this was not all … the postcode of our Hotel was ….1020
This number is, according to biblical gematria (biblical interpretation of numbers), is regarded
as 1+0+2+0=3, Three, and
The Number Three indicates completeness, fullness, and divine perfection; it is therefore
the number of resurrection.
as well as
The Number Ten signifies Divine Order and Twenty symbolizes Expectancy
The number 1020 therefore speaks of an expectancy of the divine order.

*
Our Hotel could not have been in any one of all the hundreds of other streets or squares in
this city all with different names, Our Hotel could not have been on any other of
thousands number and number combinations. Our Hotel could not have been in any
other of the 23 district post codes.
I knew that Our Father established there and then a new beginning, a new beginning
leading Israel into their promised land.
Zephaniah 3:20 “At that time will I bring you again, even in the time that I
gather you: for I will make you a name and a praise among all people of the
earth, when I turn back your captivity before your eyes, saith YaHWaH.”
This is the time of Israel’s third Diaspora. They will return to their land, they will return
to their body and possess it, owning ALL.
They will

BECOME.
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